Grasshopper Bracelet

Materials

Two 6 ft pieces of 550 paracord
½ Inch Buckle

{Cost for this project starts at $3.98}
Click here for our tutorials page

Step 1: Wrap the right working end under then over the right cord then insert it down through the space it created. Pull tight.

Join your two pieces of paracord together. Insert the middle down through one end of your buckle.

Insert both ends down through the other buckle end and measure to desired length.

Insert both ends through the loop in the middle of the cord and pull tight to form a knot.
Repeat step 1 with the left side to secure. Measure your bracelet again and adjust if needed. (Do this part only once)

Step 2: Bring the right working end over then under the left cord. Then bring it over itself and insert it down through the middle of the bracelet as shown. Tighten.

Step 3: Wrap the left working end over then under the left cord and bring it up through the space it created. Pull tight.

Step 4: Bring the left working end over then under the right cord. Then bring it over itself and insert it down through the middle of the bracelet as shown. Tighten.

Continue repeating steps 1 through 4 until you reach the end. A lacing needle comes in handy at the end to get it tight.

With the knots tight, trim and melt the ends. For extra security you can lace the cord back through before trimming.
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We also made this with a four strand core
and larger buckle for a wider bracelet.